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mCommunication from the Commission to the counci I
and the EurODean Par I lament
the rlaht of asylum
Introduct.ion
Common interest
The pol itlcal and social importance of the right of asylum in the
Community and in Member states has increased steadily, particularly
over the I ast ten years.
In view of the fact that Member States are unable individually to
respond in an appropr i ate manner to the cha I I enge posed by the
ever-swell ing i nf lux of asy lum seekers , and gi ven the deepen i ng of the
Community as part of the moves to complete the internal market and to
lay the groundwork for political union , this issue has increasingly
become a matter of common interest. The removal of controls at
internal frontiers on 1 JanUary 1993 makes it particularly important
that there should be a common right of asylum. This has been
conf i rmed by the Member states and by the European Par I iament , notab ly
in its Resolution of 13 September 1991 , in which it adopted the
Malangre Report.
Accordingly, the Commi$sion intends, through this communication (and
the attached discussion paper) and through the Communicat ion on
immigration , to help prepare for the answers which Member states must
together find to the questions with which they are all confronted as
regards the right of asylum and immigration and , in particular , for
the response to be given to the report on the matter that the
Ministers for Immigrat ion wi II present to the Maastr icht European
Coune i I .
Right of asylum and immigrat ion
The issues of the right of asylum and immigration are dealt with 
separate Commission communications. Although both matters are I inked
and Interrelated , they are each governed by specific pol icies and
rules which reflect fundamentally different principles and
preoceupat ions.- 2 -
Immigration" from third countries is - both from a historical
perspective and in the present context - primarily an economic
phenomenon: the economic situation in the country of immigration
and/or in the country of origin Is normally what triggers
migratory movements. An Indispensable component of such migration
Is Immigration in connection with family regrouplngs. The
domestic law of each Member State appl ias to such Immigration from
third countries and, depending on their $ocio-economlc situation,
the Member States are free to decide on their pol icy in thiS
matter. They decide in a discret lonary manner whether or not to
adm it econom I c refugees;
By contrast, the right of asylum Is first and foremost a right and
a humanitarian challenge.
The starting point for all Member states is a fundamental common
I ega I Instrument: the Geneva Convent ion.
In ratifying this Convention , the Member States entered into basic
humanitarian commitments aimed at affording protection to
ind I vi dua I s who have good reason to fear persecut Ion I n the i r own
country for pol Itlcal , ethnic or religious reasons (referred to
below as "political refugees
Starting from this common legal basis, the Member States have
formulated national laws that remove the possibility of refusing
in a discretionary manner to admit an asylum seeker to their
territory.
At any event , economic considerations are not taken Into account
in making such an assessment; the only important criterion 
whether or not the individual concerned satisfies the definition
of refugee laid down in the Geneva Convention. The definition
appl ied in Germany is actually broader than that laid down in the
Geneva Convent ion.
Even where a Member State dec i des to put a stop to "econom i c
immigration , protection for asylum seekers and recognized refugees
is guaranteed In accordance with the Geneva Convention and with
domest ic law.
In addition , alongside these two main categories of economic
refugee and political refugee, there is a third Important category
of  de facto refugee, that is to say a person who f lees his country
not in  c)i"der  to escape po! Itical persecution - which impl ies that
he or 3he cannot enjoy the protect ion guaranteed by the Geneva
Convention - but because his or her life is threatened, say, by
civi i war and who, for this reason , cannot be sent back.~ 3 -
On ~ccount  of  the m~Jor differences between immigration and the
right  of  asylum, the challenge facing Member States in both areas
calls for differing but coordinated responses.
I I.  Common measures and the rl aht  of  asy I 
Startina Doint: Full resDect for the humanitarian DrinciDles 
embodied in the Geneva Convent ion
The Commission takes the view that no polley or measure in respect 
immigratl.on - including In the present situation, where new waves 
immigrants are feared - shou.ld detract  from  the humanitarian
ach ievements under the Geneva Convent ion as regards protect ion for
those suffering political persecution.
This is,  of  course, also true for any harmonization measure taken by
Member States in connection with the formal or substantive right 
asylum. Such harmonization could not be used as an excuse for
reducing the humanitarian commitments they have entered into under the
Geneva Convent ion.
The two aspects  of  the common Interest  of  the r iQht  of  asylum
PreventinQ abuse  of  the rlQht  of  asylum
There can be no denying that a relatively large and growing number 
asylum seekers have in the past had recourse to the aSY.lum procedure
in an attempt to secure admittance to the territory  of  the
Member States even though they do not satisfy the definition of
political refugee as laid down In the Geneva Convention. This
constitutes an abuse  of  the asylum procedureaimecl at circumventing
the restri ot Ions on immigrat ion for amp ioyment purposes \:\In I or:
Member states have brought In over a number  of  year$.
Such abuse, which, for the rest. imposae a considerable flnant.::a!
burden , must be effectively stamped ouL This can be dona within the
framework  of  the actua! arrangements for grant !ng the r !ght of  ~3Y  lum.
Or. the one hand, specific procsdures could be introdUce'::' ;" the cz:se
of  manifestly !).nfound6d app!icG11:ioI1S,  and  asylum :51e,~ke~s w;';os~'
applications had been rejected could bs deported. On th~ ether hand,
It would be naC6ssoF" Y to examine wheth!"t the decision on an
appl ication for asylum collie: not ba V;ken at the externa! fronUer in
the case  of  app!icrints from "safe" countries, with the result- 4 -
that the asylum seeker would have to appeal against the decision from
outside the country (see also point D).
Such measures to combat abuse dovetai I with the joint efforts
oeser ibee! in the Communicat Ion on immigrat ion to control economic
migration and to regularize the situation of imm!~rants.
Harmonization of the formal and substantive right of asylum
Moreover , the right of asylum should be set in the context of the
moves to deepen the Commun I ty by comp let i n9 the I nterna I market and,
in the longer term , by establishing political union.
As regards the format right of asylum , an important initial step has
a I ready been taken.
The  ad hoc Group on Imm i.grat ion has drawn up the Dub I i Ii Convent Ion
determining the State responsible for examining applications for
asylum lodged ! n one of the Member states. The Convent ion is designed
among other things to prevent asylum seekers from becoming "refugees
in orbit" and from lodging multiple appl ications within the frontier-
free area.
However , harmonization confined to this aspect of the matter is not
surf i c i ent .
As indicated in the conclusions of the Luxembourg EuroPean Counci I
the Member States have real Ized that completion of the internal market
already necessitiates, and establ ishment of pol itlcal union certainly
wi II necessitate, harmonization of the formal (organization , length of
procedures and means of redress) and substant ive aspects of the right
of asylum.
The point is that , for any application for asylum, the treatment
afforded and the decision as to substance should be the same
throughout the front i er-free area.- 5 -
The decision by a Member state to vet an appl ication must be
recognized in accordance with the Dubl in Convention by all the other
Member States; the right to submit multiple appl ications in different
Member States ought not to exist. This means that , from now on, no
Member State should enter a reservat Ion based on its domest Ie law.
C.  Priorities
be given to combat ing abuse of the right of asylum.
to abuse will defuse the "asylum cris.is, " allowing a
approach to be adopted in the longer term to
the formal and substantive right of asylum and
the danger of unjustified downwards harmonization.
Priority has to
proper response
more cons i dered
harmon i zat i on 
thereby avo i ding
This is perfectly in I ine with the conclusions of the Luxembourg
European Counci I drawing a dist inction between measures for the formal
and substantive harmonization of the right of asylum, which are to be
taken in the longer term , and the practical preparatory and
transitional measures, which are to cover the period between the
signing of the amendments to the Treaty and the time when they enter
into force.
But it is self-evident that this choice of priorities in no way
prevents preparat ions for the forma I and substant i ve harmon i zat ion of
the right of asylum from being undertaken straight away.
D. Poss i b I e measures
In the paper attached to this Communication , the Commission provides a
detai led review of the problems arising in connection with the right
of asylum and the national and international measures already taken or
being taken. It maps out several approaches which would allowganeral
guidel !nes for the right of asylum to be establ ished in conjunction
with the guidel ines for immigration pol icies outl ineel in the
Communication on immigration.
Apart from immediate ratification of the Dublin Convention with a view
to its entry into force. the measures which could be given Joint
consideration at this stage in order to respond to the Influx of
asy I um seekers can be summar I zed as fo I lows:
administrative and court procedures should be speeded up so that
decisions can be taken more rapidly and the number of appl ications
pending reduced; particular attention should be given to abridged
procedures for deal ing with appl ications which are manifestly
unfounded , but these would "hav&to be subject to safeguards to
protect the rights of asy  umseekers; there shoul d be a common
def init ion of- 6 -
what constitutes a "manifestly unfounded" application In all the
Member States;
harmonization of the rules on refusal of admission at external
borders, e. g. as regards the definition of the " first host
country ; the definition of a "safe " Country should also be
examined with regard to " first host countries " and countries of
origin; an asylum seeker coming from a "safe" country could , as a
general rule, be sent back there. harmonization Of these rules
would ensure that asylum seekers were treated In Identical fashion
at .all the external borders of ti1eslngle market;
/lsy I um seekers whose app I i cat Ions are turned down shou I d be
deported unless they can be allowed to stay under some other
arrangement, and this means that contact must be maintained with
the third countries most directly concerned;
a procedure should be establ ished for consultation and the
exchange of information In connection with the right of asylum,
particularly as regards the situation in the countries of origin,
the relevant legislation, and the practice in applying the Geneva
Convention; this would also be a step In preparing for
harmonization of the formal and substantive right of asylum.
9.. The following measures could be taken for the harmonization of the
right of asylum In the context of the single market:
the Member states already have a common legai basis in the matter
name I y the Geneva Convent ion, so that what j s needed Is ma in i y
harmonization or coordination of the way in which the Convention
Is applied in the single market; in an area without internal
frontilers the question whether a person should be accepted as a
refugee shou I d not depend on wh Ich Member State vets his
application for asylum; harmonization of the rules and practices
in the d iff erent Member states can be ach I eved if t he competent
authorities are able to exchange information in a thorough and
institutional ilea manner and if , at the same time, common judicial
machinery can be establ isned in order to ensure that the criteria
laid down In the Geneva Convention are Interpreted in a uniform
rash Ion.
there should be harmonizat ion of the rules on  de facto refugees,
who are not covered by the Geneva Convent ion; the quest ion whether
they can be allowed to stay in the Corpmunity - temporarl Iy- on- 7 -
humani tar I an grounds other than those set out in the Geneva
Convention should not depend crucially on the place where their
appl ic.atlon is examined;
the treatment extended to asylum seekers while their appl ication
is being examined should be harmonized in order to prevent any
diversion of the flow of asylum seekers, within the 
limits laid
down by the Dublin Convention, towards the Member State with the
most generous arrangments.
II. Conc Ius ion
10. This Communication and the discussion paper attached are 
intended as a
contribution to the discussion on the right of asylum 
in the run-up to
the European Council meeting to be held in Maastricht.
The measures to be taken jointly in respect of the right of asylum
would be aimed primari Iy at el iminating abuse of that right , whi Ie at
the sama time protecting the rights of asylum seekers. Measures to
combat such abuse are linked to the wider problem of the need to
control economic migration as described In the Commission
Commun i cat ion on immigrat ion.
In the longer term, harmonization of the formal and substantive right
of asylum will form part of the moves towards deepening the 
Community.
The po I nt of reference for a II these jo i nt measures regard i ng the
right of asylum, which should in any event be prepared in close
cooperation with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
must be full compl i.ance with the humanitarian principles embodied 
the Geneva Convent Ion.DISCUSSION PAPER ON THE RIGHT OF ASYLUM
INTRODUCTION
1. The number of people seeking asylum has shot up in recent years in
almost every Member State of the Community. The phenomenon has become so
acute in some Member States that it has sparked off fierce political
wrangling, which, more often than not, has turned into an argument about
immigration in general.
Growing awareness of the scale of the influx of asylum seekers and of the
seriousness of its economic, social and financial consequences, coupled
with more detailed analysis of the implications of the internal market , has
caused the focus to shift from the question of determining the state
responsible for examining applications for asylum, which has already been
settled by the Convention signed in Dublin on 15 June 1990, to the asylum
question as a whole, viewed not only from the formal, or procedural, angle
but also from the substantive angle.
2. Although this paper forms part of a communication dealing specifically
with the question of asylum, it is to be viewed against the background of
the question of immigration in general, which forms the subject matter of a
separate Commission communication to Parliament and the Council.
The link between the right of asylum and immigration is a real one. Since
the ending of permanent immigration for employment purposes in the
mid-1970s, lodging an application for asylum has become a means of entering
a Community into which immigration has become impossible. The right of
asylum has thus become gradually bound up with the immigration question as
one by one the restrictions on permanent immigration introduced by the- 2 -
Member states have been circumvented by recourse to the asylum procedure.
However, owing to the inherently different nature of the right of asylum 
humanitarian right for the protection of which countries have entered into
international commitments) and immigration (an economic and social
phenomenon to which countries may respond individually and over which they
have discretion), it is appropriate that the question of the right of
asylum as a whole should be dealt with in a separate communication.
3. The Luxembourg European council of 29 and 30 3une of this year gave
fresh impetus to the study of the question of immigration and the right of
asylUm. In its conclusions on the free movement of persons the council
agreed on the objectives underlying the German delegation
s proposals as
set forth in point B of Annex r"
The German delegation s proposals
regarding immigration and asylum, which had been drawn up with an eye to
Political Union, were twofold:
firstly, that the Member states should commit themselves under the
Treaty on Political Union to harmonizing, both formally and
substantively, their policies on asylum, immigration and aliens
(point A);
secondly, that the Ministers with responsibility for immigration should
be asked to submit a report to the European Council in Maastricht in
December def inin9 and planning the preparatory work needed for
harmonization (as provided ' for in point A), and containing proposals
for concrete preparatory and transitional measures for the period
between signature and entry into force of the amendments to the EEC
Treaty (point B) (cf. Annex r).
The Commission has been invited to participate in the coordination of the
preparatory work on all these questions.
4. Such is the context surrounding this discussion paper. 
At a time when
the deliberations of the rntergovernmental Conference on Political Union
are under way, it is right that the commission should state its views on a
subject such as the right of asylum and make, as of noW, a positive
contribution to the debate.- 3 -
It must be made clear in this connection that the Commission attaches the
utmost importance to respect for the humanita.rian principles enshrined in
the Geneva Convention. This concern is shared by Parliament, as can be
seen from its resolution of 13 September 1991 adopting the Malangre report.
The layot:it of this paper is as follows:
III.
Factual aspects and legal framework of the right of asylum.
the influx of asylum seekers
the Geneva Convention: persons covered, scope and difficulties of
implementat ion.
Recent initiatives in the sphere of the right of asylt:im:
at national level;
at the level of the Twelve.
The outlook:
the institt:itional context;
joint measures confined to dealing with the problem of the influx
of refugees;
more general harmonization measures.
II .
FACTUAL ASPECTS AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE RIGHT OF ASYLUM
The influx of asylum seekers
6. More than 40 years after the Second World War and the ensuing
disruption, the continued existence across the world of numerous instances
of political, religious and ethni.c persecution explains why humanitarian
law, through the instrument (Geneva Convention) and the institution (Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) introduced in 1951,
continues to play an essential role in assisting refugees. While this
context illustrates the need to preserve the humanitarian law already in
place, attention has been turning in recent years in Europe more and more
from the refugee drama itself towards means of controlling the influx of
asylum seekers. Now that the asylum procedure is being used by a growing
number of economic migrants to circumvent the various restrictive measures
which the European countries have introduced since the first oil crisis in
order to stop permanent immigration for employment purposes, the right of
asylum is viewed against the background of the immigration question.
However, it must not be forgotten that this situation is prejudicial to
bona fide asylum seekers , whose existence cannot be ignored. The London
European Council of 1986 was unambiguous in its determination to COunter
only "abuse , making clear that there was no intention to call in question- 4 -
the principle itself. On the contrary, it is by adopting in good time the
measures necessary to combat abuse that any backlash - which 
migh:: result
in the very principle of asylum, which is a fundamental human 
rL:;ht, bl3ing
ultimately called in question - can be prl3vented.
7. Since the mid-1970s the countries of Western Europe and in
those of the EEC have had to cope with an increasing number of
seeking to be recognized as refugees within the meaning of the
Convention. In the mid-1980s the trend gathered momentum.
For example, requests for asylum in France rose from 1 800 in 1975 to
28 800 in 1985 and 60 000 in 1989, while in the united Kingdom they went up
from 2 159 in 1988 to 11 647 in 1989 and 25 327 in 1990.
The influx of asylum seekers is spread unevenly from one Member State to
another: in 1988, 1989 and 1990, of all the applications lodged in the
Community, SOme 80% were submitted in two countries, Germany 
(60%) and
France (20%) (Annex II contains a table of applications for asylum recorded
in the Member States in 1988, 1989 and 1990).
part.icular
persons
1951 Geneva
At the same time as there has been an increase in the number of
applications for asylum, there has been a noticeable 
rl3duction in the rate
of recognition of refugee status  falling in Germany from 15. 94% in 1986 to
61% in 1988 and 4. 38% in 1990).
This influx of asylum seekers poses serious social, financial and economic
problems. Most European countries still have heavy unemployment and have
frozen permanent immigration for employment purposes.
However, one must keep a sense of proportion as, on a world scale, Europe
receives only 5% of all refugees. The vast majority of refugees seek
shelter in neighbouring states, which places a heavy responsibility on the
states concerned, many of which are developing countries. 
Any discussion
should therefore also cover the assistance that might be given towards
improving the reception of refugees in the region.
The specificity of
reasons to do with
Member states have
economic migrants,
asylum seekers should be maintained both for political
the principles involved and for legal reasons. Whereas
a free hand when it comes to admitting or excluding
their freedom of action vis-a-vis asylum seekers is- 5 -
limited owing to their obligatione under the Geneva CoilvBntion. Any
confusion as to the extent of Member States ' powers might call il1 quest ion
the specificity of asylum seekers.
8. The influJJ:of asylum seekers has first of all an impact on the
administrative processing of applications. The departments responsible for
considering applications are unable to Cope with the increased case-load.
As a result, applications are taking longer and longer to process, which is
regrettable both from the point of view of the countries concerned
(financial burden) and from that of political refugees, who are left fora
long time in a state of uncertainty pending recognition of their statue.
The lengthening of procedures also has the effect of attracting even more
asylum seekers who, while their case is being considered, enjoy a legal
status which carries with it various social security benefits.
Lastly, the influx of asylum seekers makes it impossible to draw the legal
consequences from decisions not to grant refugee status reached after
excessively long procedures. It is difficult to expel an applicant who, in
the meantime, has become socially and economically integrated.
The political debate in the Member States on the right of asylum has in
some instances entered a critical, not to say controversial, phase. At the
same time as the authorities have become aware of the need to combat
without delay abuse of the right of asylum, opposition groups have been
formed and are making themselves increasingly heard. The authorities have
to take this into account, particularly because these pressure groups
campaign under the banner of the safeguarding of fundamental rights.
The Geneva Convention
The persons covered .are refugees as defined by the Convention
Article 1 of the Convention stipulates that the status of refugee applie.
to any person who ... owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, re,ligion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and
is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country
A striking feature of this definition is
persecution. An asylum seeker cannot be
the importance of the criterion of
recognized as a refugee if his- 6 -
.only rea san far fleeing his cauntry is the existence .of palitical
disturbances .or tensians there.
A study .of asylum requests shaws that mast requests arenat based an any .of
the matives pravided far in the Canventian. This has led some people ta
talk abaut a "crisis .of the right .of asylum"
Applicants far refugee status are increasingly, an the .one hand, refugees
wha have left theircauntry .of .origin because .of war, civil war .or damestic
disturbances, and, an the ather, ecanamic migrants who are seeking ta
escape fram paverty, famine, chranic under-emplayment .or the lack .of
praspects in their country. In many cauntries there is a tendency for
factars .of the latter type ta worsen awing ta papulatian pressure. The
pracedure .of requesting asylum is used in these circumstances Cis a means .of
circumventing Member States' restrictive laws an permanent immigratian.
In view of the legal framewark .of the Geneva Canventian, a clear
distinctianmust be drawn between different categaries .of persan: asylum
seekers awaiting a decisian, recognized refugees and per sans whase
applicatian far refugee status has been definitively rejected and wha,
administratively speaking, may find themselves in a variety .of situatians
(cf. Annex III).
10.  The definitian .of refugee in the Geneva Canventian may give rise ta
different interpretatians
A preliminary examinatian .of the available data indicates that certain
elements .of the concept .of refugee as defined by the Canventian give rise
ta different, nat ta say divergent interpretatians by the natianal
autharities respansible far examining asylum requests and by the caurts
hearing appeals against negative decisians .of thase autharities.
These differences .or divergences .of interpretatian relate, far example, ta
the assessment .of the facts subsequent ta the flight fram the cauntry .of
.origin (refugees .on the spat), the effect .of a stay in a first hast cauntry
and the assessment .of certain measures taken by the persecuting state.
The Member states ' replies ta the questionnaire that was sent ta them with
a view ta drawing up the inventary .of asylum palicies called for by the
strasbaurg Eurapean Cauncil cantain valuable infarmatian, which will have
ta be carefully evaluated, on the differences between Member states
practices.- 7 -
There is no international judicial body responsible for ensuring uniformity
of interpretation of the concept of refugee.
11. The Geneva Convention covers a limited number of fields.
Some fields are entirely outside the ambit of the Convention.
It is silent about the procedure for examining asylum requests. As a
result, Member States apply a wide variety of procedures ranging from a
non-appealable decision .of an independent committee to a highly formalized
procedure subject to very strict judicial controls.
There are also marked differences in the material situation of asylum
seekers during the investigation of their case (cf. in particular the
position regarding access to employment, the right to social assistance and
housing conditions).
Lastly, MemberSt.ates ' practices differ when refugee status is definitively
withheld: expulsion, grant of a right of residence to  de facto refugees.
As regards the position of recognized refugees, the Geneva Convention
merely lays down a common minimum standard; Member states ' laws may go
further and grant refugees more rights than are provided for in the
Convent ion.
12.  Determining refugee status is the major practical difficulty in
applying the Geneva Convention
The hardest part is establishing the facts. In many cases, applicants no
longer have any identity papers and it is difficult to establish their
identity. The authenticity of identity papers or other documents submitted
often has to be verified in order to establish the validity of the
application. As far as the political and economic situation in the country
of origin is concerned, the authorities do have information but it is not
coordinated at the level of the Twelve. As it is an individual request
that is being examined, the authorities and the courts are faced with the
problem of having to verify specific facts adduced by the applicant. 
that end, reliance is mostly placed on the information furnished by the
diplomatic services.- 8 -
Moreover, the investigation of cases is hampered considerably by the
authorities and the applicant having to communicate as a rule through an
interpreter.
Lastly, mention must be made of the practical problem of expelling
applicants in the event of their application being rejected (and after any
means of appeal have been exhausted). The identity and country of origin
of the appl icant -, are not always known and/or he may not have any documents
proving his identity and nationality. As a result, in a large number of
cases the expulsion order cannot be properly implemented. The Member state
which rejected the application is therefore mOre or less "obliged" to allow
the persOn concerned to stay in its territory.
II. RECENT INITIATIVES IN THE SPHERE OF THE RIGHT OF ASYLUM
At national level
13. The initiatives described below form a package of measures already
implemented or envisaged by one or more Member States. Inasmuch as the
Member States have recourse to these measures in varying degrees, their 
legislation is more or less "attractive" to asylum seekers.
A number of measures concern the right of asylum directly, either from the
point of view of procedure of from that of the status of the asylum seeker.
(a)  Acceleration of procedures
The means used in this connection include an increase in the resourc.es of
the competent authorities in terms of staff and equipment and more frequent
recourse to abridged procedures.
In some Member States, a distinction is made in resp~=t of the
investigation of cases between the phase of the examination as to
admissibility and that of the examination of the substance of the case.
(b)  Dissuasive measures vis-a.-vis asylum seekers
various measures aimed at making the material situation of asylum
seekers less attractive while their case is being considered:
withholding of certain social security benefits, restrictions on
employment and on freedom of movement.
More systematic application of expulsion measures against applicants
who have not been recogni~ed.- 9 -
(c)  Meas~res to combat fraud
Dismantling of smuggling rings, establishment of registers of asyl~m
seekers, with fingerprints, to prevent multiple applications.
Other measures fit into the broader framework of immigration policy but
have repercussions on the right of asylum.
(d)  Refusal of admission at the frontier
Entry is made more difficult by a stricter policy regarding the issuing of
visas.
(e)  Liability of carriers
Some Member States impose heavy fines on airlines and shipping companies
which carry aliens who are not in possession of the necessary entry
documents.
At the level of the Twelve
14. So far, the Member States and the Commission have looked at the
question of the right of asylum solely from the point of view of the
completion of the internal market.
15. (a) The abolition of controls at internal frontiers On 1 January 1993
will in practice enable asylum seekers to move freely from one Member state
to another and submit simultaneous or successive asylum requests there.
This free movement of asylum seekers carries with it the risk .of
accentuating the phenomenon of "ref~gees in orbit" 1 whereby each country
refuses to consider an asylum request on grounds of the previo~s movements
of the person concerned.
The 1985 White Paper on completing the internal market provided far the
presentation of a propasal for a directive on the right of asylum.
Subsequently, without prejudging the question .of Comm~nity competence, the
Commission decided not ta appase the intergavernmental appraach towards
dealing with the problem. In the Palma document, which was approved by the
Madrid Eurapean Council of June 1989, it is stated thatth'? laying down of
rules determining the State competent to pxamine an asylum req~est is a
measure essential to completing the internal market, to be taken within the
intergovernmental framework.
The work ca;:-ried out within that framework ct;,lminated in the signt'lture on
15 ~Tune 1990 of the Dublin Convention by eleven M..~.nber st:ates (Denmark
signed and at the same time ratified it on 13 June 1991),- 10 -
Under the terms of that Convention a single Member state is responsible for
examining an application for asylum, and this responsibility is determined
in accordance with a number of objective criteria (presence of a family
member in a Member State, issue by a Member State of a residence permit or
visa , etc.
The application of these objective criteria may result in responsibility
being incumbent upon a Member State other than that in which the
application was lodged. The Member State responsible is obliged to allow
the applicant to stay in its territory while his case is being considered.
The Convention provides for an exchange of information between
Member States on asylum seekers (identity, visas or residence permits
issued previously to the person concerned), national laws and practices in
relation to asylum and the situation in the countries of origin of asylum
seekers.
The Dublin Convention, inasmuch as it puts an end to the phenomenon of
t'efugees in orbit" , marks a step fot'ward in the field of humanitarian law
and has been given the seal of approval by the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees, who was consulted while it was being drawn up.
It should be noted that the 1\greement giving effect to the schengen
1\greement contains provisions equivalent to those of the Dublin Convention
as regards the criteria for determining the state responsible and exchanges
of information.
The Dublin Convention in no way affects the recognition itself of refugee
status, the administrative procedures for examining requests (time limits,
appeals) or the position of the asylum seeker while his request is being
examined (rules on employment, t'esidence, entitlement to social security
benefits, etc.
(b) Recourse to a simplified or priority procedure under national law in
the case of manifestly unfounded applications waS also described as an
essential measure in the Palma report. This matter is not dealt with in
the Dublin Convention. It will form part of the discussions on the
inventory of national asylum policies requested by the Strasbourg European
Council with a view to their possible harmonization.- 11 -
I I I.  THB  OUTLOOK
The institutional context
16. Without prejudging the outcome of the Intergovernmental Conference on
Political Union, consideration must be given to devising a joint approach
to the problem. There are two reasons for this.
Firstly, the influx of asylum seekers and the abuse of asylum procedures
are not a temporary phenomenon and Member states, having failed so far to
solve the problem individually, must tackle it jointly without delay.
Secondly, against the background of moves towards Political Union, the need
for a Community based on the rule of law means there must be a joint
response to the general question of the right of asylum and not just to the
specific aspect of the influx of asylum seekers and the abuse of
procedures.
The points developed below from this dual standpoint will be discussed
elsewhere with a view to preparing the report which the Ministers
responsible for immigration have to submit to the European Council in
Maastricht.
B.  Joint measures aimed essentially at dealing with the influx of asylum
seekers
17. These measures are either connected with the implementation of an
earlier measure which has already been finalized, i. e. the Dublin
Convention, or are new measures.
Ratification of the Dublin Convention at the earliest opportunity by all
Member states:
18. Entry into force of the Dublin Convention determining the State
responsible for examining applications for asylum submitted in a
Member state of the Community will close the loophole allowing asylum
seekers to extend their stay in the community by successively lodging
applications with the authorities of different countries. Entry into force
of the Convention will lead to the establishment of a common computerized
system which will  inter alia store the particulars of asylum seekers and
enable the identity of an asylum seeker to be checked very quickly. 
will thus be possible to prevent all but a few multiple applications for
asylum.- 12 -
At their meeting af 13 June 1991, the Ministers respansible far immigratian
pressed far ratificatian pracedures to. be campleted as quickly as passible.
Canclusian: it wauld be useful far Member states to. take all necessary
steps to. set in matian ar speed up the pracedures far ratifying the
Dublin Canventian so. that it can enter into. farce as quickly as
possib1.e and at all events nat later than 1. January 1993.
Advance implementatian, be fare ratificatian, af the pravisians af the
Dublin Canventian relating to. exchange of infarmatian an asylum palicies
and the situatian in the cauntries af arigin af asylum seekers
19. Advance implementatian af Article 14 af the Dublin canventian would be
canfined to. exchanges af general infarmatian in the asylum field and wauld
nat caver individual applicatians far asylum. It wauld therefare nat be
apen to. criticism an the grounds of the canstitutional law af
Member states, public internatianal law ar the pratectian af fundamental
human rights.
The benefits af advance implementatian wauld be reaped abave all when it
cames to. examining applicatians far asylum. As painted aut earlier, a
saund knawledge af the situatian in the cauntries af arigin af asylum
seekers is essential in order to. assess nat anly the merits af an asylum
request (are peaple persecuted an account af their palitical views in the
cauntry cancerned?), but also. the truthfulness af statements made by an
asylum seeker (did a demanstratian against the autharities take place an a
particular date, and were the demanstratars arrested?). Nat anly is it,
hawever, extremely difficult far each Member state to. callect such
infarmatian in (all) the cauntries af arigin af asylum seekers, a
time-cansuming pracess which lengthens pracedures, but it is also. usually
the case that each Member state is well infarmed abaut a fairly limited
number af cauntries with which it has traditianally enjayed clase links ar
fram which it has received a large number af .asylum seekers.
Better exchange af this kind af infarmation wauld thus in itself already
cantribute to. the swifter, mare reliable and mQre unifarm processing af
asylum requests and make it possible to. assess the infarmatian jaintly.
Such jaint assessment is envisaged by the Dutch Presidency.- 13 -
Conclusion: advance implementation of the provisions of the Dublin
Convention relating to the exchange of general information would
contribute to the swifter, more reliable and more uniform processing of
asylum .requests and would enable the information to be assessed
jointly.
Extension of the Dublin Convention arrangements to other countries
20. When the convention was adopted, a declaration was made explicitly
providing for the conclusion of specific legal instruments to extend the
arrangements to other countries (Sweden has already expressed interest in
joining) .
The advantage of such extension would be in particular to include a number
of countries which border on the community and are in a similar situation
as far as refugees are concerned.
Nevertheless, a number of questions are still outstanding as to the legal
details of the implementing arrangements. There is also the risk that if
the idea of extending the Convention were broadcast too hastily, it could
interfere with and disrupt the smooth .course of ratification procedures,
which should take priority. Completion of those procedures is an
overriding objective given the 1 January 1993 deadline.
Conclusion: close examination of the legal issues raised by extension
of the Dublin Convention should continue.
21. Acceleration of procedures for examining asylum applications
The acceleration of procedures is essential if the influx of asylum seekers
is to be brought under control. The length of the procedures for examining
applications has a snowball effect: it helps attract an even greater number
of asylum seekers as they have a right to stay while the procedure is
pending.
There are various possible wa~'s of achieving such an acceleration.
Generally speaking there is scope for increasing the resources in staff and
equipment of the competent services, accelerating the procedures themselves
and reorganizing the means of appeal. Given that a large number of asylum
requests are fraudulent or manifestly unfounded, it is also possible, to a
lesser degree, to introduce abridged procedures which have the .beneficial
effect of "unburdening" the competent services of such manifestly unfounded
applications.- 14 -
The  majority of the Member States most Ciffecteu by the influx of &syllllJl
seekers have introduced, alongside the normal procedure , an abridged
procedure designed to weed out as quickly as possible manifestly unfounded
or fraudulent applications.
Without it being necessary to harmonize procedures completely, there is a
need - as provided for in the Dutch Presidency' s work programme - for all
the Member States to .introduce in principle a sununary and abridged
procedure which complies with the basic principles established by
conclusion No 30 of the UNHCR and the reconunendation of the CAHAR ( ad hoc
Conunittee on the legal aspects of territorial asylum, refugees and
stateless persons) of the Council of Europe of 1983. According to these
reconunendations the abridged procedure must
(i) include the hearing of the applicant in person by a qualified
official;
provide that the manifestly unfounded or fraudulent nature of the
application should be established by the authority duly competent to
grant refugee status;
provide for the possibility of an appeal before refusing to admit the
applicant at the frontier or sending him to a third country.
ii)
(iii )
The advantage of an abridged procedure is that it reduces as far as
possible the time-lag between the entry of the asylum Seeker into the
territory of a Member state and the flnal decision on his asylum request.
This will enable the competent authorities to reject as quickly as possible
those asylum seekers who do not satisfy the requirements of the Geneva
Convention or who do not have to be admitted as  de facto refugees. In
addition, an approximation or a reduction of the length of the
investigation procedure at the level of the Twelve might remove one of the
factors responsible for the uneven influx of asylum seekers.
The disadvantage of the application of an accelerated procedure lies in a
theoretical increase in the risk of not recognizing a genuine political
refugee. Experience shows, however, that this risk is non-existent owing
to the fact that, if there is the slightest doubt, the normal procedure can
always be reverted to.
Conclusion: since a large number of asylum requests are unfounded or
fraudulent, it would be desirable for Member States to speed up
procedures by taking the most appropriate measures in the light of
their individual situation. To that end, the introduction of an
effective and rapid filter at the initial vetting stage, e.g. through
an abridged procedure, would contribute to tighter control of the
influx of asylum seekers.- 15 -
I nformat ion exchange measures
22. Seminars might be organized by Member states so that the experience
acquired in specific areas by certain Member states can be passed on to
others. For example, those Member States which have detailed information
on certain countries of origin could give the benefit of their knowledge to
other Member States whose links with those countries are more tenuous.
These seminars could be organized in cooperation with the interior or
justice ministers and the ministers for foreign affairs; they could cover
legal and technical questions.
Regular meetings of the authorities responsible for examining applications
for asylum could enable views and information to be exchanged on procedures
for recognizing the status of refugee, decisions taken and the grounds on
which they are based. In view of the aims that such informal meetings
would pursue, thought should be given to whether a specific structure
should be created or whether it would not be preferable to make use of the
.. 
informal consultations" framework initially set up by the UNHCR and in
which the community could ask to take part (it does not at present).
conclusion: to speed up and rationalize the work of the authorities
responsible for asylum matters and in particular do away with certain
duplications that exist at present due to the compartmentalization of
the national authorities, Member states should set up information
exchange schemes in cooperation with the Commission.
More general harmonization measures
23. All Member States are parties to the Geneva Convention, but there are
differences between them regarding the right of asylum. Thesedifferences
stem from the fact that certain topics are not covered by the Geneva
convention, allowing national laws to develop independently, and that the
actual provisions of the Convention have been interpreted differently by
the competent national administrations and courts.- 16 -
Possible common measures in areas covered by the Geneva Convention must
have due regard to the Member States ' obligations regarding cooperation
with the UNHCR under Article 35 of the Convention.
Harmonization of the conditions in which asylum seekers are refused
admission at external frontiers
24. When an asylum seeker has already been sheltered by a non-member
country before lodging his asylum request, he may be sent back to that
country provided that his physical integrity is not thereby endangered
given the situation prevailing there.
An initial examination of national practices reveals differences of
approach in two areas:
there is no list common to the twelve Member States
countries to which asylum seekers could be returned
their physical integrity;
Member states do not apply the same criteria regarding previous
residence: some consider that residence has been taken up in a first
host country after a minimum stay of three months, while others are
satisfied with a much shorter period.
of first host
without endangering
As a result of these differences, the chances of being refused admission
vary between Member states, one factor which can attract asylum seekers to
certain Member States rather than others.
Conclusion: harmonization of the conditions in which asylum seekers are
refused admission, which should have due regard to their legitimate
interests, would contribute to the equal treatment of the individuals
concerned at all the external frontiers. Harmonization of the
requirements concerning the duration of previous residence in a firlilt
holilt country would seem to raise technical problems, while the
establishment oia common list of countries to which asylum seekers can
be returned without risk is a political matter.
Harmonization of rules and practices regarding de facto refugees
25. Where a person is refused the status of refugee under the Geneva
Convention, he is not necessarily sent back to his country of origin if his
physical integrity would be thereby endangered. Each Member State assesses
whether such a threat exists and, if so, allows the individual concerned,
who is then referred to as a "de facto" refugee, to remain on its- 17 ~
territory. Excessive discrepancies between Member States' practices
regarding the recognition of  de facto refugees is one factor which could
attract asylum seekers unevenly to certain Member states.
COnclusion: a list should be drawn up of the criteria applied by
Member states for allowing  de facto refugees to stay on their
territory, with a view to subsequent harmonization.
Approximation of the treatment accorded to asylum seekers
26. The treatment accorded to asylum seekers while their application is
pending varies widely between Member States as regards residence, aCcess to
the labour market and social security benefits, as can be seen from the
following extreme policy stances taken by different Member States in those
three areas:
the asylum seeker is
live in the place of
the asylum seeker is
any occupation;
the asylum seeker is entitled to social security benefits/does not in
principle qualify for any such benefits.
assigned to residence in a particular district/can
his choice;
barred from the labour market/is free to take up
Because they make certain Member States unevenly attractive, these
. differences in legislation can have an impact on the destination of asylum
seekers flowing into the Community.
Conclusion: a very detailed list should be drawn up of Member states
rules on the treatment accorded to asylum seekers;at a later stage,
there should be limited harmonization to avoid excessive differences
that could distort the distribution of asylum seekers entering the
Community.
Establishment of machinery for the exchange of information on and
coordination of Member States ' asylum policies
27. Since the Geneva Convention gives rise to differences between
Member States ' asylum practices, consideration should be given to the
possibility of setting up machinery which would build On exchanges- 18 -
of information and v iews between Member states and m(Jve towards a pron~l:Ia
of coordination. Such machinery would make it possible, for example, to
examine and assess information on the countries of origin of asylum seekers
and promote discussions among the Member States of legal and technical
questions (e.g. the removal of persons whose application fo.
r asylum has
been refused or the admission of  de facto refugees). Discussions along
these lines would be likely to induce common practices.
Consideration should be given to the conditions in which such information
exchange machinery could work and to whether a specific body needs to be
set up for the purpose.
ConclQsion: creation of machinery for exchanging information WOQld be
useful. in helping to induce Common practice in asylum matters. The
UNHCR should be associated with such initiatives.
28. Creation of common judicial machinery
If the above~entioned information exchange machinery did not lead to
common practice in asylum matters, the creation of common judicial
machinery could be considered.
In the current state of discussions, it would be extremely difficult to
form a precise idea of how such machinery could be st~uctured and how it
could operate. It is appropriate, however, to define the essential
objectives to be pursued:
reducing disparities between Member states in the interpretation of the
law on asylum;
as an indirect effect, harmonizing administrative practice.
It would have to be decided whether the machinery would deal with 
appeals,
further appeals and/or requests for preliminary rulings. 
If machinery of
this nature were set up, the effect should under no circumstances be for it
to take longer to reach final decisions on applications for 
asylum: it has
already been shown that the length of procedures is precisely one of the
factors contributing to the continuing abuse of the right of asylum.
Lastly, thought should be given to the way in which the new machinery could
be incorporated into the existing judicial system.
ConclQsion: stQdies shoQld begin on the role, structure and operation
of possible common jQdicial machinery.Luxembourg,  29  June  1991
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EUROPEAN COUNCIL
LUXEMBOURG,  28  AND  29  JUNE  1991
PRESIDENCY CONCLUSIONSicojAUjep
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
The  European  Council welcomes the  fact  that all the  Member States  have signed the
Convention on  Asylum.
The European Council  notes  with satisfaction that  a very  important  step towards
the creation of  an area  without internal frontiers where  persons may  move freely
under  the terms of the  Treaty  will be accomplished  very  shortly  when  full
agreement  is  reached on  the  Convention between  the Member  States on  the crossing
of their external  borders.
The  European  Council  requests  the Ministers with responsibility in this  area to
f.inalize  agreement at  their meeting  on 1 July,  taking  as  their model solutions
adopted  in the  past  with  a view to  overcoming the outstand.ing difficulty.
The  European  Council asks the  ad  hoc  Group  on Immigration  to put  in hand without
delay the  measures necessary ror  this Convention  to  be effectively applied, with
a view to  adoption or those  measures as soon as  possible  after  the Convention
enters  into  force. The European  Council also instructs the  ad  hoc  Group 
Immigration  to embark  on discussions for  Convention on the protection of
individuals in relation  :/;0  the processing of personal dat.i.
Convention  must  be completed by 30 June  1992 at  the latest.
Work  on that
The European  Council also records its  agreement to  the recommendations submitted
by the  Co-ord.inators' Group  and  requests  that  action  should be  taken on  them 
soon as  possible.
Regarding immigration and the right of  asylum,  the  European  Council has  agreed 
the objectives underlying the  German  delegation s proposals  as  set  forth 
point  B of  Annex I  and  requests  the Ministers with responsibility for
immigration
Maastricht.
to  submit  proposals  before the  European  Council' next  meeting in
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FUTURE COMMON ACTION ON HOME AFFAIRS AND JUDICIAL POLICY
Aims of t;he Inter-Governmental Conference
1.  Poli.cy  On  asylgm, i.mmi.grati.on and ali.ens
Treaty commitment  to  formal and actual harmonization by  31. 12. 1993 at  the
latest. Details to be laid down by unanimous decision of the Council, or
if necessary, implementing measures  to  be deci.ded by qualified majority.
Right of initiati.ve for the Commission and also for individual Member
States.
2.  Fi.ght against :international drug traLfi.cki.ng and organi.zed crime
Treaty commitment  to  full establishment of  Central  European  Criminal
Investigation Office ("Europol" ) for these areas by  31.12. 1993 at  the
latest. Details  to  be laid down by unanimous decision of the Council.
Gradual development of Europol functions: first of all relay station for
exchange of information and experience (up  to 31.12. 1992),  then  in  the
second phase powers to act also within the Member States would be granted.
Right of initiative for the Commission and also for individual Member
States.
Il1111ledi.ate and preparatory  measures
1.  Policy  on  asylum, i.mmi.grati.onand aliens
Report from Ministers with responsibility for immigration to the European
Council in Maastricht in December  1991:
definition and planning of the preparatory work needed for harmonization
proposals for concrete preparatory and transitional  measures  for the
period between signature and  entry  into force of the amendments to the
EC Treaty.
2.  Fi.ght against international drug trafficking and organized crime
Report from the relevant Ministers to the 
European  Council  in  Maastricht
in  December  1991  with concrete proposals for setting  up  Europol" and
adopting appropriate preparatory and transitional  measures.
3.  Co-ordinati.on of preparatory work  on  t;hese questions by t;he secretary-
General of the Council,  in  conjunction wi.t;h t;he Commi.ssi.on.
20 Member Asylum Other family Total state seekers members Community
total
4458 4458
103252 103252
10844 10844
4207 960 5167
34152 34152
809 151 960 IRL
102
7191 7191
338 386
2159 944 3103
2111 Grand 167552 169663 100 total
Asylum seekers recorded 1989 Member Asy lum Other family Total state seekers members Community
8102 8102
112958 112958
5284 5284
2844 471 3315
59434 59434
1641 294 1935
IRL
136
5054 5054
196 262
11647 116647
Grand 207222 914 208136 100 total
Asylum seekers recorded 1990 Member Asylum Other family Total State seekers members Community
total
12967 12967
201952 201952 61,
18175 18175
7668 845 8513
54369 239 54608
4872 1401 6273 IRL
25327
253?7
Grand 325391 2512 321903 100 total
ANNEX I I
Asylum seekers recorded in 1988ANNEX I I I
THE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF PERSON UNGER THE
GENEVA CONVE~;TION
Persons who have asked to b~ granted the status of refugee within th~
meaning of the Geneva Convention and are awaiting a decis~on on their
request (asylum seekers);
Persons who have been granted the status of refugee within the meaning
of the Geneva Convention (refugees in the narrow sense);
Persons whose request for asylum has been definitively refused, among
whom a distinction should be drawn between:
(a) those for whom an expulsion order has been or will be issued;
(b) those for whom an expulsion order is not issued.
Where the grounds for not taking an expulsion decision are:
- legal (e. g. the person concerned has in the meantime married a
national of the host country and can thus no longer be expelled);
~ humanitarian: the person concerned cannot be sent back to his
country of origin, since his life would be in danger there (he
has become a "de facto" refugee),
the persons concerned are subsequently issued a residence permit.
Where the reason is:
- practical: the person has no identity papers, there is
uncertainty as to his country of origin, or the individual has
simply "disappeared" ; or
- political: even where there are no such difficulties, the
authorities do not systematically expel the individuals
concerned, in particular for reasons of political expendiency; or
- administrative: the authorities do not have enough funds to carry
out expulsions,
the individuals concerned are not issued a residence permit and
become illegal immigrants.